Indian ghost stories (Download Only)

collected here are some of the best ghost stories ever written to be experienced as they were meant to be read aloud from angeline or the haunted house by emile zola to the moonlit road by ambrose bierce these are classic writers working in an ever popular genre of apparitions mystery and murder experience 13 harrowing tales of the mysterious and the macabre gather round for ominous tales of the paranormal that ll have you looking over your shoulder to make sure you re actually alone this curated collection of hair raising scary stories from across the world will thrill and ensnare read them with the lights off if you dare eerie artwork this artfully illustrated anthology is sprinkled with sinister black and white sketches that will haunt your dreams long after you ve put it down ghosts around the globe find stories that include the jikininki from japan supernatural specters from ireland the ominous silence in russia and other classic horror stories spine chilling stories these creepy tales feature stories from the 19th and 20th centuries like the yellow wallpaper and lost hearts that will leave horror fans wanting more curl up and get spooked with this haunting ghost stories book edited by the beloved bestselling author of the time traveler s wife and her fearful symmetry this anthology features works by some of the most revered ghost story writers of both past and present from edgar allan poe to kelly link m r james to neil gaiman it comprises a whole history of the form in english from gothic horror to the modern era with short original commentary and illustrations by a master of the craft and beloved graphic novelist introducing each story as well as one new tale of her own ghostly is a unique and haunting anthology of some of the best ghost stories of all time the best ghost stories is a collection of ghost stories from different writers and periods this book includes works by daniel de foe edward bulwer lytton e f benson algernon blackwood rudyard kipling and ambrose bierce people of asia are no stranger to ghost stories but some terrifying tales have stood the test of time head to the chanoei no 81 mansion in china where ghosts are said to have sent even the bravest souls fleeing from its crumbling walls travel to the sanjay gandhi national park where you will see much wildlife and perhaps a vanishing hitchhiker go to the penang war museum in malaysia where ghosts are said to roam among the artifacts young readers will be fascinated by each story that comes with its own set of eerie events digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of true ghost stories by hereward carrington digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature no one is more interested in psychical investigation work than miss torfrida vincent one of the three beautiful daughters of mrs h de b vincent who is herself still in the heyday of life and one of the loveliest of the society women i have met though i have known her sisters several years i only met torfrida for the first time a few months ago when she was superintending the nursing of her mother who had just undergone an operation for appendicitis one day when i was visiting my convalescent friend torfrida informed me that she knew of a haunted house in edinburgh a case which she felt sure would arouse my interest and enthusiasm it is unfortunate she added somewhat regretfully that i cannot tell you the number of the house but as i have given my word of honour to disclose it to no one i feel sure you will excuse me indeed my friends the gordons who extracted the promise from me have got into sad trouble with their landlord for leaving the house under the pretext that it was haunted and he has threatened to prosecute them for slander of title the house in question has no claim to antiquity it may be eighty years old perhaps a little older and was at the time of which i speak let out in flats the gordons occupied the second storey the one above them was over a thousand pages of haunted and haunting ghost tales the most complete collection of uncanny spooky creepy tales ever published edited and with an introduction by otto penzler including stories by joyce carol oates rudyard kipling isaac asimov james maccreigh and many more featuring eerie vintage ghost illustrations the ghost story is perhaps the oldest of all the supernatural literary genres and has captured the imagination of almost every writer to put pen to the page here edgar award winning editor otto penzler has followed his keen sense of the supernatural to collect the most chilling and uncanny tales in the canon these spectral stories span more than a hundred years from modern day horrors by joyce carol oates chet williamson and andrew klavan to pulp yarns from august derleth greye la spina and m l humphreys to the atmospheric victorian tales of rudyard kipling edith wharton and h p lovecraft not to mention modern works by the likes of donald e westlake and isaac asimov that are already classics some of
these stories have haunted the canon for a century while others are making their first ghoulish appearance in book form whether you prefer possessive poltergeists awful apparitions or friendly phantoms these stories are guaranteed to thrill you tingle the spine or tickle the funny bone and keep you turning the pages with fearful delight including such classics as the monkey’s paw and the open window and eerie vintage illustrations and also featuring haunted mansions midnight frights lovers from beyond the grave rapping tapping wailing shades and ghosts ghouls and specters galore also featuring haunted mansions midnight frights lovers from beyond the grave rapping tapping wailing shades and ghosts ghouls and specters galore owing to the continuing popularity of this collection of ghost stories it is now being published in two mass market format paperbacks with new covers new introductions and new chapterhead artwork in this first volume there are stories by jan mark adele geras robert westhall ruskinbond and many others classic ghost stories is filled with creepy stories to chill thrill and send shivers down the spine over 25 short story masterpieces from writers such as louis de bernières and ian rankin modern literary tales to chill the blood this spine chilling new anthology of 20th and 21st century tales by big name writers is in the best traditions of literary ghost stories it is just a little over a hundred years ago that the most famous literary ghost story the turn of the screw by henry james was published and in the intervening years a great many other distinguished writers have tried their hand at this popular genre some basing their fictional tales on real supernatural experiences of their own a collection of ghost stories from mainly u k authors b w illus 8 14 yrs a collection of six ghost stories this book has an introduction by ruth rendell herself a writer of mystery and detective stories this mystery story centers around the accidental finding of a significant historical object one of the lost crowns of anglia tales of ghosts inhabiting the pacific northwest include stories of haunted houses departed loved ones and disturbed native american burial sites is there really such a thing as a true ghost story the strange tales in this book are all based on actual reports by people who believed they had been haunted by ghosts and poltergeists you can make up your own mind after reading their stories the empty house and other ghost stories algernon blackwood curl up with a collection of mystery and horrifying tales from an author whom many critics regard as one of the masters of the genre the empty house and other ghost stories showcases some of algernon blackwood’s finest and most spine tingling short fiction whether you’re a longtime fan of blackwood’s work or a first time reader who’s curious about this giant of the genre you’re in for a deliciously spooky ride people of europe are no stranger to ghost stories but some terrifying tales have stood the test of time visit the akershus fortress in norway where a dog ghost guards the gates of the former prison travel to the tower of london in england where headless ghosts hang out go to the ruthin castle hotel in wales where the ghost of the grey lady is said to terrify visitors young readers will be fascinated by each story that comes with its own set of eerie events real ghost stories of borneo 3 is the third book in the popular real ghost stories of borneo series this book is a compilation of ghost and supernatural encounter stories written by a family physician working in borneo the supernatural tales are actual accounts revealed to him by his patients and other members of the local population the stories offer a unique insight into the local population and what alls them barroom brawler ghosts a ghost prayer group peeping tom ghosts a ghost who hates children and even a ghost who didn’t know he was dead are just a few of the wild assortment of characters in echo bodine’s delightful new collection of true ghost stories a psychic who has been hunting ghosts for 40 years bodine shares her story of how she became a ghost buster along with the stories of ghosts hauntings and possessions she encountered along the way wondering if those flickering lights jangling door knobs and mumbling sounds in the middle of the night mean you have a ghost bodine offers step by step instructions for getting rid of them along with clearing and protection prayers to keep them away these funny sometimes unnerving and always entertaining stories will provide reassurance to anyone who has ever encountered things that go bump in the night this is a book to be read by a blazing fire on a winter’s night with the curtains drawn close and the doors securely locked the unquiet souls of the dead both as fictional creations and as real apparitions roam the pages of this haunting selection of ghost stories by rex collings some of these stories are classics while others are lesser known gems unearthed from this vintage era of tales of the supernatural there are stories from distant lands fisher’s ghost by john lang is set in australia and a ghostly manifestation by a clergyman is set in calcutta in this selection sir walter scott a victorian in spirit if not in fact keeps company with edgar allan poe sheridan le fanu and other illustrious masters of the genre an international collection of ghost stories about skeletons werewolves and haunted castles including such titles as bigger than death the airi and the man who sang to the grey lady is said to terrify visitors young readers will be fascinated by each story that comes with its own set of eerie events real ghost stories of borneo 3 is the third book in the popular real ghost stories of borneo series this book is a compilation of ghost and supernatural encounter stories written by a family physician working in borneo the supernatural tales are actual accounts revealed to him by his patients and other members of the local population the stories offer a unique insight into the local population and what alls them barroom brawler ghosts a ghost prayer group peeping tom ghosts a ghost who hates children and even a ghost who didn’t know he was dead are just a few of the wild assortment of characters in echo bodine’s delightful new collection of true ghost stories a psychic who has been hunting ghosts for 40 years bodine shares her story of how she became a ghost buster along with the stories of ghosts hauntings and possessions she encountered along the way wondering if those flickering lights jangling door knobs and mumbling sounds in the middle of the night mean you have a ghost bodine offers step by step instructions for getting rid of them along with clearing and protection prayers to keep them away these funny sometimes unnerving and always entertaining stories will provide reassurance to anyone who has ever encountered things that go bump in the night this is a book to be read by a blazing fire on a winter’s night with the curtains drawn close and the doors securely locked the unquiet souls of the dead both as fictional creations and as real apparitions roam the pages of this haunting selection of ghost stories by rex collings some of these stories are classics while others are lesser known gems unearthed from this vintage era of tales of the supernatural there are stories from distant lands fisher’s ghost by john lang is set in australia and a ghostly manifestation by a clergyman is set in calcutta in this selection sir walter scott a victorian in spirit if not in fact keeps company with edgar allan poe sheridan le fanu and other illustrious masters of the genre an international collection of ghost stories about skeletons werewolves and haunted castles including such titles as bigger than death the airi and the man who sang to the grey lady is said to terrify visitors young readers will be fascinated by each story that comes with its own set of eerie events real ghost stories of borneo 3 is the third book in the popular real ghost stories of borneo series this book is a compilation of ghost and supernatural encounter stories written by a family physician working in borneo the supernatural tales are actual accounts revealed to him by his patients and other members of the local population the stories offer a unique insight into the local population and what alls them barroom brawler ghosts a ghost prayer group peeping tom ghosts a ghost who hates children and even a ghost who didn’t know he was dead are just a few of the wild assortment of characters in echo bodine’s delightful new collection of true ghost stories a psychic who has been hunting ghosts for 40 years bodine shares her story of how she became a ghost buster along with the stories of ghosts hauntings and possessions she encountered along the way wondering if those flickering lights jangling door knobs and mumbling sounds in the middle of the night mean you have a ghost bodine offers step by step instructions for getting rid of them along with clearing and protection prayers to keep them away these funny sometimes unnerving and always entertaining stories will provide reassurance to anyone who has ever encountered things that go bump in the night this is a book to be read by a blazing fire on a winter’s night with the curtains drawn close and the doors securely locked the unquiet souls of the dead both as fictional creations and as real apparitions roam the pages of this haunting selection of ghost stories by rex collings some of these stories are classics while others are lesser known gems unearthed from this vintage era of tales of the supernatural there are stories from distant lands fisher’s ghost by john lang is set in australia and a ghostly manifestation by a clergyman is set in calcutta in this selection sir walter scott a victorian in spirit if not in fact keeps company with edgar allan poe sheridan le fanu and other illustrious masters of the genre an international collection of ghost stories about skeletons werewolves and haunted castles including such titles as bigger than death the airi and the man who sang to the grey lady is said to terrify visitors young readers will be fascinated by each story that comes with its own set of eerie events real ghost stories of borneo 3 is the third book in the popular real ghost stories of borneo series this book is a compilation of ghost and supernatural encounter stories written by a family physician working in borneo the supernatural tales are actual accounts revealed to him by his patients and other members of the local population the stories offer a unique insight into the local population and what alls them barroom brawler ghosts a ghost prayer group peeping tom ghosts a ghost who hates children and even a ghost who didn’t know he was dead are just a few of the wild assortment of characters in echo bodine’s delightful new collection of true ghost stories a psychic who has been hunting ghosts for 40 years bodine shares her story of how she became a ghost buster along with the stories of ghosts hauntings and possessions she encountered along the way wondering if those flickering lights jangling door knobs and mumbling sounds in the middle of the night mean you have a ghost bodine offers step by step instructions for getting rid of them along with clearing and protection prayers to keep them away these funny sometimes unnerving and always entertaining stories will provide reassurance to anyone who has ever encountered things that go bump in the night this is a book to be read by a blazing fire on a winter’s night with the curtains drawn close and the doors securely locked the unquiet souls of the dead both as fictional creations and as real apparitions roam the pages of this haunting selection of ghost stories by rex collings some of these stories are classics while others are lesser known gems unearthed from this vintage era of tales of the supernatural there are stories from distant lands fisher’s ghost by john lang is set in australia and a ghostly manifestation by a clergyman is set in calcutta in this selection sir walter scott a victorian in spirit if not in fact keeps company with edgar allan poe sheridan le fanu and other illustrious masters of the genre an international collection of ghost stories about skeletons werewolves and haunted castles including such titles as bigger than death the airi and the man who sang to the grey lady is said to terrify visitors young readers will be fascinated by each story that comes with its own set of eerie events real ghost stories of borneo 3 is the third book in the popular real ghost stories of borneo series this book is a compilation of ghost and supernatural encounter stories written by a family physician working in borneo the supernatural tales are actual accounts revealed to him by his patients and other members of the local population the stories offer a unique insight into the local population and what alls them barroom brawler ghosts a ghost prayer group peeping tom ghosts a ghost who hates children and even a ghost who didn’t know he was dead are just a few of the wild assortment of characters in echo bodine’s delightful new collection of true ghost stories a psychic who has been hunting ghosts for 40 years bodine shares her story of how she became a ghost buster along with the stories of ghosts hauntings and possessions she encountered along the way wondering if those flickering lights jangling door knobs and mumbling sounds in the middle of the night mean you have a ghost bodine offers step by step instructions for getting rid of them along with clearing and protection prayers to keep them away these funny sometimes unnerving and always entertaining stories will provide reassurance to anyone who has ever encountered things that go bump in the night this is a book to be read by a blazing fire on a winter’s night with the curtains drawn close and the doors securely locked the unquiet souls of the dead both as fictional creations and as real apparitions roam the pages of this haunting selection of ghost stories by rex collings some of these stories are classics while others are lesser known gems unearthed from this vintage era of tales of the supernatural there are stories from distant lands fisher’s ghost by john lang is set in australia and a ghostly manifestation by a clergyman is set in calcutta in this selection sir walter scott a victorian in spirit if not in fact keeps company with edgar allan poe sheridan le fanu and other illustrious masters of the genre an international collection of ghost stories about skeletons werewolves and haunted castles including such titles as bigger than death the airi and the man who sang to
eleanor f lewis the parlor car ghost ghost of buckstown inn by arnold m anderson the burglar s ghost a phantom toe mrs davenport s ghost by frederick p schrader the phantom woman the phantom hag from the tomb by guy de maupassant sandy s ghost the ghosts of red creek by s t the spectre bride how he caught the ghost grand dame s ghost story by c d a fight with a ghost by q e d colonel halifax s ghost story the ghost of the count the old mansion a misfit ghost an unbidden guest the dead woman s photograph the ghost of a live man the ghost of washington i do not know whether writing ghost stories is a mistake most readers will like a ghost story in which towards the end it is found that the ghost was really a cat or a dog or a mischievous boy such ghost stories are a source of pleasure and are read as a pastime and are often vastly enjoyed because though the reader is a bit afraid of what he does not know still he likes to be assured that ghosts do not in reality exist such ghost stories i have often myself read and enjoyed the last one i read was in the december 1913 number of the english illustrated magazine in that story coincidence follows coincidence in such beautiful succession that a young lady really believes that she sees a ghost and even feels its touch and finally it turns out that it is only a monkey this is bathos that unfortunately goes too far still i am sure english readers love a ghost story of this kind it however cannot be denied that particular incidents do sometimes happen in such a way that they take our breath away here is something to the point twenty years ago near honey grove in texas james ziegland a wealthy young farmer won the hand of metilda tichnor but jilted her a few days before the day fixed for the marriage twenty five ghost stories by w bob holland this collection of ghost stories owes its publication to an interest that i have long felt in the supernatural and in works of the imagination as a child i was deeply concerned in tales of spooks haunted houses wraiths and specters and stories of weird experiences clanking chains ghostly sights and gruesome sounds always held me spellbound and breathless experiences in editorial offices taught me that i was not alone in liking stories of mystery the desire to know something of that existence that is veiled by death is equally potent in old age and in youth and men women and children like to be thrilled and to have a creepy feeling along the spinal column as the result of reading of a visitor from beyond the grave this volume contains the most famous of the weird stories of edgar allan poe that master of this form of literature the black cat contains all the needed element of mystery and supernatural and yet the feline acts in a natural manner all of the time and the story is quite possibly true it is only in the manner of its 6 telling that the tale becomes one that fittingly finds its place in this collection guy de maupassant the clever frenchman is also represented by two effective bits of work and other less widely known writers have also contributed stories that are worth reading and when once read will be remembered there is not a story among the twenty five that is not worthy of close reading there has recently been a revival in interest in ghost stories many of the high class magazines have within a few months printed stories with supernatural incidents and writers whose names are known to all who read have turned their attention to this form of literature whether or not the reader believe in ghosts he cannot fail to be interested in this little book without venturing to express a positive opinion either way i will only say with hamlet there are more things in heaven and earth horatio than are dreamt of in your philosophy twenty five ghost stories by w bob holland find out which ghost story has the number one slot out of hundreds of haunting tales michael cox sbilliant and funny interpretations of classic ghost stories such as the body snatchers turn of the screw and the night mail are backed up with fascinating fact sections on ghosts and phantoms ghost hunters and lots more but after all what is a ghost what do we mean by this where do ghosts live and how what do they do with themselves how do they manifest why do they return these are some of the questions which the average man asks himself unless he totally disbelieves in them most men it is true disbelieve in ghosts unless they have had some experience to convince them to the contrary yet after all why should they as mr w t stead once remarked real ghost stories how can there be real ghost stories when there are no real ghosts but are there no real ghosts you may not have seen one but it does not follow that therefore they do not exist how many of us have seen the microbe thirteen short stories by the english supernaturalist demonstrate his mastery at evoking feelings of mysticism and cosmic experience and his skill in creating an atmosphere of unrelied horror this is a superior anthology of truly scary stories here are canada s haunted houses ghosts and poltergeists weird visions of the past and improbable visions of the future and assurances that there is life after death included are more than 175 accounts of such events and experiences told mainly by the witnesses themselves canadians from all walks of life and all parts of the country some of the stories are classics others are little known about one third of the accounts have never before appeared in print this fascinating scary book brings together the most notable stories from the archives of john robert columbo canada s mr mystery who is known for his many paranormal collections including ghost stories of canada haunted toronto ghost stories of ontario and strange but true whatever your views are about the supernatural and the paranormal skeptic believer middle of the road this huge collection of stories
filled with thrills and chills will cause you to wonder about the nature of human life and the afterlife this is a collection of ghost stories by frank usher j wentworth day vida derry robin miller and others there is nothing quite like the feeling you get when exchanging spine tingling tales whenever there are friends together and its dark and perhaps a little quiet outside 10 000 ghost stories adds a bloodcurdling twist to this tradition lisa weber has created 23 ghosts that are each split at waist and neck so that you can swap gruesome or ephemeral or just plain nasty body parts at random on the opposite page jason hooks stories are also split into three parts so that every spirit has a spirited tale to match reproduction of the original humorous ghost stories by dorothy scarborough featuring stories by a s byatt angela carter lisa st aubin de teran may sinclair joan aiken stella gibbons edith wharton e m delafIELD elizabeth bowen ruth rendell and many more this collection gathers together deliciously chilling tales from the three highly acclaimed volumes of virago ghost stories here lost loves past enmities and unwanted memories mingle with the inexplicable as unquiet souls return to repay kindnesses settle scores and haunt the imagination all of the writers demonstrate a subtle power to delight and chill at the same time as they explore the ghostly margins of the supernatural the only annotated edition of m r james s writings currently available count magnus and other ghost stories contains the entire first two volumes of james s ghost stories ghost stories of an antiquary and more ghost stories of an antiquary these volumes are both the culmination of the nineteenth century ghost story tradition and the inspiration for much of the best twentieth century work in this genre included in this collection are such landmark tales as count magnus set in the wilds of sweden number 13 a distinctive tale about a haunted hotel room casting the runes a richly complex tale of sorcery that served as the basis for the classic horror film curse of the demon and oh whistle and i ll come to you my lad one of the most frightening tales in literature the appendix includes several rare texts including a night in king s college chapel james s first known ghost story for more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators the sequel to amazon s best selling supernatural book 50 real ghost stories paranormal researcher and author mj wayland compiles another fifty real life ghost experiences direct from the witnesses themselves for his final compilation he has collected some of the strangest scariest and most unnerving ghost stories ever published stories include ghost in the woods the hooded figure the farnworth ghost bride southend haunted hotel the shadow men the crash watcher the ghost of gibbet lane whittington common ghost midland hotel morecambe the rivock edge ghost the old barn ghost the brewery haunting haunted house in newfoundland oxford street ghost westbourne house hotel horror at hundred house hotel pelsall road ghost hillbank hotel and arrowe park hauntings ghosts of hangman s hill epping forest ghost of the chapel a ghost attacked my brother berwick s haunted house reg has returned the old victorian house eerie welsh mountain home two years in a haunted flat finsbury park ghost a 12 road ghost a medium s fright our strange holiday m62 road ghost moss valley ghost grantham road ghost winstead court feelings challenging the devil my ghost is called fred my experiences as a security guard ghost of the tower the haunted bed and more

Ghost Stories 1996-10

collected here are some of the best ghost stories ever written to be experienced as they were meant to be read aloud from angeline or the haunted house by emile zola to the moonlit road by ambrose bierce these are classic writers working in an ever popular genre of apparitions mystery and murder

The World’s Favorite Ghost Stories 2024-08-20

experience 13 harrowing tales of the mysterious and the macabre gather round for ominous tales of the paranormal that ll have you looking over your shoulder to make sure you re actually alone this curated collection of hair raising scary stories from across the world will thrill and ensnare read them with the lights off if you dare eerie artwork this artfully illustrated anthology is sprinkled with sinister
black and white sketches that will haunt your dreams long after you’ve put it down ghosts around
the globe find stories that include the jikininki from japan supernatural specters from ireland the
ominous silence in russia and other classic horror stories spine chilling stories these creepy tales
feature stories from the 19th and 20th centuries like the yellow wallpaper and lost hearts that will
leave horror fans wanting more curl up and get spooked with this haunting ghost stories book

**Ghost Stories 1846**

edited by the beloved bestselling author of the time traveler’s wife and her fearful symmetry this
anthology features works by some of the most revered ghost story writers of both past and present
from edgar allan poe to kelly link m r james to neil gaiman it comprises a whole history of the form in
english from gothic horror to the modern era with short original commentary and illustrations by a
master of the craft and beloved graphic novelist introducing each story as well as one new tale of
her own ghostly is a unique and haunting anthology of some of the best ghost stories of all time

**Ghostly 2015-10-06**

the best ghost stories is a collection of ghost stories from different writers and periods this book
includes works by daniel de foe edward bulwer lytton e f benson algernon blackwood rudyard kipling
and ambrose bierce

**The Best Ghost Stories 2019-11-19**

people of asia are no stranger to ghost stories but some terrifying tales have stood the test of time
head to the chanoei no 81 mansion in china where ghosts are said to have sent even the bravest
souls fleeing from its crumbling walls travel to india to the sanjay gandhi national park where you will
see much wildlife and perhaps a vanishing hitchhiker go to the penang war museum in malaysia
where ghosts are said to roam among the artifacts young readers will be fascinated by each story
that comes with its own set of eerie events

**Ghost-Stories collected with a particular view to counteract the vulgar belief in ghosts and apparitions, etc 1823**

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of true ghost stories by hereward carrington
digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has
been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print
as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it
deserves as a classic of world literature
no one is more interested in psychical investigation work than miss torfrida vincent one of the three beautiful daughters of mrs h de b vincent who is herself still in the heyday of life and one of the loveliest of the society women i have met though i have known her sisters several years i only met torfrida for the first time a few months ago when she was superintending the nursing of her mother who had just undergone an operation for appendicitis one day when i was visiting my convalescent friend torfrida informed me that she knew of a haunted house in edinburgh a case which she felt sure would arouse my interest and enthusiasm it is unfortunate she added somewhat regretfully that i cannot tell you the number of the house but as i have given my word of honour to disclose it to no one i feel sure you will excuse me indeed my friends the gordons who extracted the promise from me have got into sad trouble with their landlord for leaving the house under the pretext that it was haunted and he has threatened to prosecute them for slander of title the house in question has no claim to antiquity it may be eighty years old perhaps a little older and was at the time of which i speak let out in flats the gordons occupied the second storey the one above them was

True Ghost Stories 2022-09-16

over a thousand pages of haunted and haunting ghost tales the most complete collection of uncanny spooky creepy tales ever published edited and with an introduction by otto penzler including stories by joyce carol oates rudyard kipling isaac asimov james maccreigh and many more featuring eerie vintage ghost illustrations the ghost story is perhaps the oldest of all the supernatural literary genres and has captured the imagination of almost every writer to put pen to the page here edgar award winning editor otto penzler has followed his keen sense of the supernatural to collect the most chilling and uncanny tales in the canon these spectral stories span more than a hundred years from modern day horrors by joyce carol oates chet williamson and andrew klavan to pulp yarns from august derleth greye la spina and m l humphreys to the atmospheric victorian tales of rudyard kipling edith wharton and h p lovecraft not to mention modern works by the likes of donald e westlake and isaac asimov that are already classics some of these stories have haunted the canon for a century while others are making their first ghoulish appearance in book form whether you prefer possessive poltergeists awful apparitions or friendly phantoms these stories are guaranteed to thrill you tingle the spine or tickle the funny bone and keep you turning the pages with fearful delight including such classics as the monkey's paw and the open window and eerie vintage illustrations and also featuring haunted mansions midnight frights lovers from beyond the grave rapping tapping wailing shades and ghosts ghouls and specters galore also featuring haunted mansions midnight frights lovers from beyond the grave rapping tapping wailing shades and ghosts ghouls and specters galore

Scottish Ghost Stories 2015-10-17

owing to the continuing popularity of this collection of ghost stories it is now being published in two mass market format paperbacks with new covers new introductions and new chapterhead artwork in this first volume there are stories by jan mark adele geras robert westhall ruskinbond and many others
The Big Book of Ghost Stories 2012-12-04

classic ghost stories is filled with creepy stories to chill thrill and send shivers down the spine

Ghost Stories 2000

over 25 short story masterpieces from writers such as louis de bernières and ian rankin modern literary tales to chill the blood this spine chilling new anthology of 20th and 21st century tales by big name writers is in the best traditions of literary ghost stories it is just a little over a hundred years ago that the most famous literary ghost story the turn of the screw by henry james was published and in the intervening years a great many other distinguished writers have tried their hand at this popular genre some basing their fictional tales on real supernatural experiences of their own

Classic Ghost Stories 2010

a collection of ghost stories from mainly u k authors b w illus 8 14 yrs

Present at a Hanging and Other Ghost Sto 2004-05-01

a collection of six ghost stories

The Mammoth Book of Modern Ghost Stories 2010-03-23

this book has an introduction by ruth rendell herself a writer of mystery and detective stories this mystery story centers around the accidental finding of a significant historical object one of the lost crowns of anglia

The Young Oxford Book of Ghost Stories 1996

tales of ghosts inhabiting the pacific northwest include stories of haunted houses departed loved ones and disturbed native american burial sites

Ghost Stories (Nancy Drew ) 1989-10

is there really such a thing as a true ghost story the strange tales in this book are all based on actual reports by people who believed they had been haunted by ghosts and poltergeists you can make up your own mind after reading their stories
A Warning to the Curious, and Other Ghost Stories 2023-11-21

the empty house and other ghost stories algernon blackwood curl up with a collection of mystery and horror tales from an author whom many critics regard as one of the masters of the genre the empty house and other ghost stories showcases some of algernon blackwood s finest and most spine tingling short fiction whether you re a longtime fan of blackwood s work or a first time reader who s curious about this giant of the genre you re in for a deliciously spooky ride

Ghost Stories from the Pacific Northwest 2005-12-19

people of europe are no stranger to ghost stories but some terrifying tales have stood the test of time visit the akershus fortress in norway where a dog ghost guards the gates of the former prison travel to the tower of london in england where headless ghosts hang out go to the ruthin castle hotel in wales where the ghost of the grey lady is said to terrify visitors young readers will be fascinated by each story that comes with its own set of eerie events

True Ghost Stories 2004-12

real ghost stories of borneo 3 is the third book in the popular real ghost stories of borneo this book is a compilation of ghost and supernatural encounter stories written by a family physician working in borneo the supernatural tales are actual accounts revealed to him by his patients and other members of the local population the stories offer a unique insight into the local population and what ails them

The Empty House and Other Ghost Stories 2021-09-12

barroom brawler ghosts a ghost prayer group peeping tom ghosts a ghost who hates children and even a ghost who didn t know he was dead are just a few of the wild assortment of characters in echo bodine s delightful new collection of true ghost stories a psychic who has been hunting ghosts for 40 years bodine shares her story of how she became a ghost buster along with the stories of ghosts hauntings and possessions she encountered along the way wondering if those flickering lights jangling door knobs and mumbling sounds in the middle of the night mean you have a ghost bodine offers step by step instructions for getting rid of them along with clearing and protection prayers to keep them away these funny sometimes unnerving and always entertaining stories will provide reassurance to anyone who has ever encountered things that go bump in the night

Famous Ghost Stories of Europe 2018-08

this is a book to be read by a blazing fire on a winter s night with the curtains drawn close and the
doors securely locked the unquiet souls of the dead both as fictional creations and as real apparitions roam the pages of this haunting selection of ghost stories by rex collings some of these stories are classics while others are lesser known gems unearthed from this vintage era of tales of the supernatural there are stories from distant lands fisher s ghost by john lang is set in australia and a ghostly manifestation by a clergyman is set in calcutta in this selection sir walter scott a victorian in spirit if not in fact keeps company with edgar allen poe sheridan le fanu and other illustrious masters of the genre

Real Ghost Stories of Borneo 3 2019-11-19

an international collection of ghost stories about skeletons werewolves and haunted castles including such titles as bigger than death the airi and the man who sang to ghosts

The Little Book of True Ghost Stories 2011-08-01

this wonderful collection of scary stories about ghosts and ghouls will captivate readers for hours there are ghost tales from the masters of literature within these pages including contributions by edgar allan poe guy de maupassant eleanor f lewis arnold m anderson frederick p schrader and many other ghostly folktales including the black cat by edgarallan poe the flayed hand by guy de maupassant the vengeance of a tree by eleanor f lewis the parlor car ghost ghost of buckstown inn by arnold m anderson the burglar s ghost a phantom toe mrs davenport s ghost by frederick p schrader the phantom woman the phantom hag from the tomb by guy de maupassant sandy s ghost the ghosts of red creek by s t the spectre bride how he caught the ghost grand dame s ghost story by c d a fight with a ghost by q e d colonel halifax s ghost story the ghost of the count the old mansion a misfit ghost an unbidden guest the dead woman s photograph the ghost of a live man the ghost of washington

Classic Victorian and Edwardian Ghost Stories 2008

i do not know whether writing ghost stories is a mistake most readers will like a ghost story in which towards the end it is found that the ghost was really a cat or a dog or a mischievous boy such ghost stories are a source of pleasure and are read as a pastime and are often vastly enjoyed because though the reader is a bit afraid of what he does not know still he likes to be assured that ghosts do not in reality exist such ghost stories i have often myself read and enjoyed the last one i read was in the december 1913 number of the english illustrated magazine in that story coincidence follows coincidence in such beautiful succession that a young lady really believes that she sees a ghost and even feels its touch and finally it turns out that it is only a monkey this is bathos that unfortunately goes too far still i am sure english readers love a ghost story of this kind it however cannot be denied that particular incidents do sometimes happen in such a way that they take our breath away here is something to the point twenty years ago near honey grove in texas james ziegland a wealthy young farmer won the hand of metilda tichnor but jilted her a few days before the day fixed for the marriage
twenty five ghost stories by w bob holland this collection of ghost stories owes its publication to an interest that i have long felt in the supernatural and in works of the imagination as a child i was deeply concerned in tales of spooks haunted houses wraiths and specters and stories of weird experiences clanking chains ghostly sights and gruesome sounds always held me spellbound and breathless experiences in editorial offices taught me that i was not alone in liking stories of mystery the desire to know something of that existence that is veiled by death is equally potent in old age and in youth and men women and children like to be thrilled and to have a creepy feeling along the spinal column as the result of reading of a visitor from beyond the grave this volume contains the most famous of the weird stories of edgar allan poe that master of this form of literature the black cat contains all the needed element of mystery and supernatural and yet the feline acts in a natural manner all of the time and the story is quite possibly true it is only in the manner of its telling that the tale becomes one that fittingly finds its place in this collection guy de maupassant the clever frenchman is also represented by two effective bits of work and other less widely known writers have also contributed stories that are worth reading and when once read will be remembered there is not a story among the twenty five that is not worthy of close reading there has recently been a revival in interest in ghost stories many of the high class magazines have within a few months printed stories with supernatural incidents and writers whose names are known to all who read have turned their attention to this form of literature whether or not the reader believe in ghosts he cannot fail to be interested in this little book without venturing to express a positive opinion either way i will only say with hamlet there are more things in heaven and earth horatio than are dreamt of in your philosophy twenty five ghost stories by w bob holland

**Twenty-five Ghost Stories 2017-10-03**

find out which ghost story has the number one slot out of hundreds of haunting tales michael cox sbrilliant and funny interpretations of classic ghost stories such as the body snatchers turn of the screw and the night mail are backed up with fascinating fact sections on ghosts and phantoms ghost hunters and lots more

**Indian Ghost Stories 2013-04-27**

but after all what is a ghost what do we mean by this where do ghosts live and how what do they do with themselves how do they manifest why do they return these are some of the questions which the average man asks himself unless he totally disbelieves in them most men it is true disbelieve in ghosts unless they have had some experience to convince them to the contrary yet after all why should they as mr w t stead once remarked real ghost stories how can there be real ghost stories when there are no real ghosts but are there no real ghosts you may not have seen one but it does not follow that therefore they do not exist how many of us have seen the microbe

**Twenty-Five Ghost Stories 2021-01-01**
thirteen short stories by the english supernaturalist demonstrate his mastery at evoking feelings of mysticism and cosmic experience and his skill in creating an atmosphere of unrelieved horror

Top Ten Ghost Stories 2001
this is a superior anthology of truly scary stories

True Ghost Stories 2015-03-09
here are canada’s haunted houses ghosts and poltergeists weird visions of the past and improbable visions of the future and assurances that there is life after death included are more than 175 accounts of such events and experiences told mainly by the witnesses themselves canadians from all walks of life and all parts of the country some of the stories are classics others are little known about one third of the accounts have never before appeared in print this fascinating scary book brings together the most notable stories from the archives of john robert columbo canada’s mr mystery who is known for his many paranormal collections including ghost stories of canada haunted toronto ghost stories of ontario and strange but true whatever your views are about the supernatural and the paranormal skeptic believer middle of the road this huge collection of stories filled with thrills and chills will cause you to wonder about the nature of human life and the afterlife

Best Ghost Stories of Algernon Blackwood 1973
this is a collection of ghost stories by frank usher j wentworth day vida derry robin miller and others

Famous Ghost Stories 1944
there’s nothing quite like the feeling you get when exchanging spine tingling tales whenever there are friends together and its dark and perhaps a little quiet outside 10 000 ghost stories adds a bloodcurdling twist to this tradition lisa weber has created 23 ghosts that are each split at waist and neck so that you can swap gruesome or ephemeral or just plain nasty body parts at random on the opposite page jason hooks stories are also split into three parts so that every spirit has a spirited tale to match

The Big Book of Canadian Ghost Stories 2008-09-15
reproduction of the original humorous ghost stories by dorothy scarborough
50 Great Ghost Stories 1988

featuring stories by a s byatt angela carter lisa st aubin de teran may sinclair joan aiken stella gibbons edith wharton e m delafield elizabeth bowen ruth rendell and many more this collection gathers together deliciously chilling tales from the three highly acclaimed volumes of virago ghost stories here lost loves past enmities and unwanted memories mingle with the inexplicable as unquiet souls return to repay kindnesses settle scores and haunt the imagination all of the writers demonstrate a subtle power to delight and chill at the same time as they explore the ghostly margins of the supernatural

10,000 Ghost Stories 2014-04

the only annotated edition of m r james s writings currently available count magnus and other ghost stories contains the entire first two volumes of james s ghost stories ghost stories of an antiquary and more ghost stories of an antiquary these volumes are both the culmination of the nineteenth century ghost story tradition and the inspiration for much of the best twentieth century work in this genre included in this collection are such landmark tales as count magnus set in the wilds of sweden number 13 a distinctive tale about a haunted hotel room casting the runes a richly complex tale of sorcery that served as the basis for the classic horror film curse of the demon and oh whistle and i ll come to you my lad one of the most frightening tales in literature the appendix includes several rare texts including a night in king s college chapel james s first known ghost story for more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators

Humorous Ghost Stories 2020-08-11

the sequel to amazon s best selling supernatural book 50 real ghost stories paranormal researcher and author mj wayland compiles another fifty real life ghost experiences direct from the witnesses themselves for his final compilation he has collected some of the strangest scariest and most unnerving ghost stories ever published stories include ghost in the woods the hooded figure the farnworth ghost bride southend haunted hotel the shadow men the crash watcher the ghost of gibbet lane whittington common ghost midland hotel morecambe the rivock edge ghost the old barn ghost the brewery haunting haunted house in newfoundland oxford street ghost westbourne house hotel horror at hundred house hotel pelsall road ghost hillbank hotel and arrowe park hauntings ghosts of hangman s hill epping forest ghost of the chapel a ghost attacked my brother berwick s haunted house reg has returned the old victorian house eerie welsh mountain home two years in a haunted flat finsbury park ghost a12 road ghost a medium s fright our strange holiday m62 road ghost moss valley ghost grantham road ghost wrinstead court feelings challenging the devil my ghost is called fred my experiences as a security guard ghost of the tower the haunted bed and more
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